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Abstract—Map-matching is the technology of aligning a 

sequence of user’s GPS positions with the road network on a 

digital map. However, there exists miscalculation in map-

matching for low-sampling-rate GPS trajectories. To address 

this problem, this paper proposes an algorithm termed MIV-

Matching for low-sample-rate GPS trajectories. To improve 

the accuracy in map-matching, MIV-Matching considers the 

process of existing algorithms for low-sample-rate GPS 

trajectories and then discusses and corrects the process of 

miscalculation. This paper also evaluates the algorithm on real 

life data set. Experiment results show that the MIV-Matching 

algorithm outperforms the related method (ST-Matching and 

IVMM algorithm). 

Keywords- GPS Trajectories; Road Network; Low-Sample-

Rate Data; Spatial AnalysisIntroduction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, with the increasing popularity of GPS-
enabled device, users have facilitated to track moving objects 
such as people, vehicles. However, there are many 
positioning and sampling errors caused by GPS sensor

 [1]
, 

and these errors impact the precision of GPS application. 
Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of GPS data, 
many researchers use the digital road map to match the GPS 
errors data and the process is called Map-Matching

 [2]
. The 

general purpose of a Map-Matching is to identify the true 
road segment on which a moving object is travelling. The 
Map-Matching is a key procedure in many applications 
based on location information, such as vehicle navigation

 [3]
, 

fleet management
 [4]

, and intelligent transport system (ITS) 
[5]

, 
and so on 

[6, 7]
. Since most of the civilian GPS devices and 

GPS module in smart phone are cheap and low accuracy, we 
need a robust map-matching algorithm in the services based 
on location information to improve the accuracy of GPS data. 

The majority of existing map matching algorithms is 
based on high-sample-rate datasets (e.g. one sample per 10 
seconds). However, the acquisition and storage of high-
sample-rate datasets need to consume more storage space, 
GPS module operation and computation time. Therefore, 
users usually reduce the sampling frequency in collection 
sample points handheld by GPS devices, which produce 
many low-sample-rate GPS datasets (The sampling interval 
is more than 2 minutes). 

With lower sampling frequency, many details between 
two sample points can easily be lost. For example, when the 
sampling interval is 3 minutes, the distance between two 
sample points may travel 2 kilometers even if a vehicle’s 

speed is 40km/h, and it will through several roads in the 
urban. In this case, the map matching algorithm based on 
high-sample-rate datasets cannot match the low-sample-rate 
datasets.  

Currently, researchers have proposed some map 
matching algorithm based on low-sample-rate datasets, but 
there are any miscalculation. Therefore, we need to establish 
a more accurate, robust and stable map matching algorithm 
to solve the problem. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II reviews the related work. Section III gives any 
definitions and shows the miscalculation. Section IV 
discusses the reason of miscalculation in ST-Matching and 
IVMM. On this basis, we proposed an algorithm called MIV-
Matching. The experiment results are presented in Section V. 
Section VI concludes the paper and gives directions for our 
future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Recently, domestic and foreign researchers have 
highlighted a variety of map matching algorithm to calculate 
the relationship between GPS data and digital map. 
According to the different characteristics of the algorithms, 
we can classify it by various criteria. 

A. Map-matching algorithm based on location information 

According to the GPS trajectories and road network 
information, exiting methods can be categorized into three 
groups: geometric

 [8]
, topological

 [9, 10]
 and probabilistic

 [11] 

methods. 
Map matching based on geometric method usually 

consider the distance relations between individual GPS point 
and road network, and match the point to road by measuring 
the distance weight

 [12,13,14]
. But the matching result is 

imprecise because the geometric method does not consider 
the linkages between GPS points. And with reduced GPS 
accuracy, the result errors of map matching will be increased. 

Map matching based on topological method usually takes 
into account the topological relationship between roads, GPS 
points, etc.

[8,15,16]
. The algorithms get together the successive, 

related, restricted points, and combine geometric analysis to 
match it to the road. 

Honey
 [15]

 first introduces the map matching based on 
probabilistic

 [11,17]
 method.  The algorithms present an oval or 

rectangular error range for each GPS point, and set an error 
probability value according to a distance between GPS point 
and a position in error range. 
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B. Global Algorithms and Local Algorithms 

The local algorithms follow a greedy strategy of 
sequentially extending the solution from an already matched 
portion. Such algorithms try to find a local optimal point or 
edge that is similarity with the distance and direction 
between two GPS points

 [8]
. It utilizes the Dijkstra algorithm 

on local free space graph to construct a shortest graph. At 
high-sample-rate datasets environment, the arithmetic speed 
of local algorithms is faster than global algorithms. However, 
when the sample rate is decreased, local algorithms will be 
"arc-skipping"

 [8]
 and that decreases the result accuracy. 

Moreover, the global algorithms try to find a sequential 
road which is as closer as possible to the sampling track 
among all available roads in the road network. In order to 
measure the similarity between matched trajectory and 
sampling trajectory, almost all the global algorithms uses the 
“Fréchet distance” or “Weak Fréchet distance” [18]. This 
work is extended in

 [19]
 where the “average Fréchet distance” 

is presented. 

C. Sampling Rate 

According to the sampling density of GPS points in map 
matching, the existing map matching algorithms can be 
divided into methods based on high-sample-rate datasets and 
low-sample-rate datasets. 

ST-Matching was the first to be applied to the map 
matching based on low-sample-rate datasets. It incorporates 
both the geometric and topologic structures and the speed 
constrains. Jing extends the ST-Matching to IVMM

 [2] 
which 

joins the interaction between GPS points to reduce the 
matching error. Authors in [20] suggested WI-Matching 
which contained the direction module to solve road 
roundabout and uncertain problem in matching results. 

However ST-Matching and IVMM have the same 
miscalculation in spatio-temporal analysis and loses any 
mobile behavior of vehicle. On this basis, this paper 
introduces an optimization algorithm based on low-sample-
rate datasets: MIV-Matching. It not only considers the 
influence between GPS points but also deals with the spatial 
analysis. Specially, we focus on the distance relations 
between two GPS points and matching road in spatial 
analysis process. 

III. MIS CALCULATION OF ST-MATCHING AND 

IVMM 

A. Definitions 

Definition 1.GPS point: The GPS point p is a position 
that is determined by using the GPS device in a certain time 
interval. GPS point contains latitude and longitude 
coordinates, the GPS time and other data. We use P to 
represent the point sets. 

Definition 2. GPS Trajectory: A GPS trajectory T is a 

point sequence 1 2: nT p p p    which linked by the 

GPS points according to a time interval. 
Definition 3. Road Network: Road network is a 

directed graph G(V,E), where include edge number e.id, 
travel speed of edge e.v, length of edge e.l, starting 
pointe.start and ending point e.end. 

Definition 4. Road segment: It defines a maximum 
error of GPS as the radius of circle, and GPS point p as 
center, the road in part of the circle call road segment. It can 

be defined as ( ) { ( , ) }E p e E dis e p r    . 

Definition 5. Candidate point: A candidate point c can 
be determined as a mapping point that the GPS point map in 
its road segment E(p). We use C to define sets of candidate 
point. 

Definition 6. Path: Given two candidate pointscsand ce, 
a path Pathc is a set of connected road segments that starts at 
cs and ends at ce. And Pathc contains a shortest path defined 
as Pathmin. 

Definition 6. Optimal path: The optimal path is a 
candidate point sequence which the calculated value is 
maximal in all paths. It can be specified as

1 2

1 2: (1 )n
a a a

n i iPath c c c a s     . 

B. Miscalculation 

According to the experiments in ST-Matching and 
IVMM, we discovered that the candidate points are too close 
in optimal path and it is resulting that the optimal path 
cannot reflect the true path of vehicles. As shown in Fig.1, 
the left image is the graph of GPS trajectory whereas the 
right image is optimal path. In the left one, point 3 and 4 are 
the GPS points of same position that stopped an intersection 
to wait for road passage, and point 5 is the point that was 
moving to next road. In the right one, point 3 and 5 are very 
adjacent, but point 3 and 4 are far away from each other. In 
above condition, we cannot distinguish the moving direction 
and roads of vehicle between point 4 to 6. 

 
Fig.1 GPS trajectory and the optimal path by miscalculation 

IV. ANALYSIS OF MIS CALCULATION AND 

OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM: MIV-MATCHING 

A. The Reason of Miscalculation 

ST-Matching and IVMM presents the spatial analysis as:

1
1

( 1, ) ( , )

( ) i it s
i i

i t i s

d

w
V c c  


 

  . Where 1i id   is the Euclidean 

distance between two successive GPS points, ( 1, ) ( , )i t i sw    is 

the length of Pathminbetween 1
t
ic  and 

s
ic . According to the 

formula we can present the reason of miscalculation as 
follows: 

a. GPS point pi-1 and pi have road segment E (Pi-1) and 
E(Pi), and the collection 

1 1E(p ) E(p ) { | E(p ), E(p )}i i i ie e e      is not null. 

b. pi-1 and pi map a candidate point set '
1iC   and '

iC  in 

1E(p ) E(p )i i   respectively, and the collection 

1 1' '
11 1{c , c |path _ dis(c , c ) ε}i i i ia a a a

i ii ii iC C 

     is not null. 
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Where 1

1path _ dis(c , c )i ia a
ii




 is the length of Pathmin between 

1

1c ia

i


  and c ia
i , ε is a value to judge whether two candidate 

points is closed. 

c. The value of ( 1, ) ( , )w i t i s   tends to 0, but ( 1 )i id    is a 

nonzero value and causes that 1 ( )t s
i iV c c   becomes an 

infinite value. 

d. The 1 ( )t s
i iV c c   will impact the matching process in 

ST-Matching and IVMM. 

B. MIV-Matching 

We discovered that the essential condition of 

miscalculation is ( 1, ) ( , )w i t i s  ⟶0. But in fact, 

1 ( )t s
i iV c c   should not be large with ( 1, ) ( , )w i t i s  ⟶0, it 

should be large with the similar distance interval between 

( 1, ) ( , )w i t i s   and ( 1 )i id   . In the conclusion, if

   

1

1, ,

x i i

i t i s

d

w

 

 

 and the 1 ( )t s
i iV c c   then F(x) can be 

determined, and the spatial analysis should follow as: 1) If 

x=1, then F(x) is maximum. 2) If x ∈ (0,1), F(x) is 

increasing function. 3) If x∈ (1,+∞), F(x) is decreasing 

function. On this way, we precise F(x) as  
2

1
F

1( )
x

x



, and 

1 ( )t s
i iV c c   as: 

1 1
1 2

( 1, ) ( , )

1
V( ) , 2 n,1 ,1

1( )

t s
i i i i

i i

i t i s

c c i t s s s
d

w

 
 

 

       



 

The ( 1 )i id    is a nonzero value because the vehicle is 

locomotive and the GPS data has any errors. On this basis, 

we check if the formula with ( 1, ) ( , )w i t i s  ⟶0 and 

( 1, ) ( , )w i t i s   is nonzero value. 

When ( 1, ) ( , )w i t i s  ⟶0, then x⟶∞, and 
2(

1
F( )

1 )
x

x




⟶0. It means the spatial analysis value 1 ( )t s
i iV c c  ⟶0 

when position of successive candidate points is same or 
adjacent. 

When ( 1, ) ( , )w i t i s   is a nonzero value, then x and 

2(

1
F( )

1 )
x

x



 also is a nonzero value. And when 

( 1, ) ( , )w i t i s  ⟶ ( 1 )i id   , then x⟶1, and F(x)⟶∞. It means 

the spatial analysis value is closer infinity when matching 
result is closer to the true path of vehicle. 

Based on the new formula of spatial analysis, and 
combination of the process of ST-Matching and IVMM, we 
present a novel MIV-Matching algorithm. Fig.2 is the 
framework of MIV-Matching and the process can be 
described to the following steps: 
step 1. The algorithm obtains the candidate point set Ci 

with each GPS point pi by candidate preparation. 
step 2. The algorithm calculates the spatio-temporal value 

following as: 
 It obtains the spatial analysis probability of each 

candidate point 
s
ic  in Ci by optimized spatial 

analysis. 
 Combine with the temporal analysis, the algorithm 

obtains the value of spatio-temporal analysis. 
 The algorithm sets ST-function of each candidate 

point 1

1

a
c  in C1 to the observation probability of 

itself, and the ST-function between 1
t
ic   and 

s
ic

 (2 )i n   is the value of spatio-temporal analysis 

between them. At the end, the algorithm constitutes 

the candidate graph ' ' ',( )T T TG C E  by ST-function. 

step 3. According to the candidate graph ' ' ',( )T T TG C E , the 

algorithm obtains the two different optimal paths by 
two types of processes. 

 The first is ST-Matching process. The algorithm 

uses ' ' ',( )T T TG C E  to find a pathc by matching result 

process in ST-Matching, and the definedpathc is the 
optimal path. 

 The algorithm finds a pathc by mutual influence 
modeling and interactive voting process in IVMM, 
and the defined pathc is the optimal path. 

GPS 
Trajectory

Road 
Networks

Range Query

Candidate Sets

The 
optimized 

Spatial 
Analysis

Temporal 
Analysis

Candidate 
Graph

Static Score 
Matrix Building

Weighted Influence 
Modeling

Weighted 
Score Matrix

Find 
Sequence

Parallel 
Voting

Matched Road 
Segment

1. Candidate Preparation 2.Position Context Analysis
3.Mutual Influence 

modeling
4.Interactive Voting

Best Path 
Search

Matching Result
User 

Interface

3. Result Matching

 
Fig.2 MIV-Matching fragment 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Experimental settings 

1) Dataset description 
In our experiments, all GPS trajectories are real data 

collected from the GPS devices we carried in bus of 
Changsha. The datasets contains 68 trajectories, and the 
trajectories cover about 680 kilometers over more than 30 
hours.  

We establish the road networks from 354 roads in 
Changsha that contain all the error ranges of each GPS point 
in 68 trajectories. 

2) Parameter Selection 
The sample rate: MIV-Matching focuses on the low-

sample-rate datasets, thus the sampling interval ranges from 
30 seconds to 10.5 minutes in our experiments. 

Parameters for MIV-Matching: In order to compare 
ST-Matching with IVMM, we set k=5 as the maximum 
number of candidates for each GPS point and the range of 
error is 200 meters. We use a normal distribution (temporal 
analysis) with μ=5 meters and σ=10 meters. 
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The
i jf(dist(p , p )) : In order to compare ST-Matching 

with IVMM, in our experiments, we assign 7 kilometers to β 

in ( ( , ))i jf dist p p . We can set β to other value, even set 

different ( ( , ))i jf dist p p . 

Decision value:We set ε as 20 metersincollection 
1 1' '

11 1{c , c |path _ dis(c , c ) ε}i i i ia a a a
i ii ii iC C 

    . It means that we 

judge two successive candidate points that are closed when 
the length of Pathmin between them is less than 20 meters. 

B. Evaluation Approaches 

Moreover, we design a method of assessment as follows: 
a. We record the vehicle mobile distance of each time 

interval in real datasets, they are determined as disi. 
b. The experiments calculate the length of Pathmin 

between each of the two successive candidate points 

1

1
i ia a

iic c

   in optimal path 1 2

1 2
n

a a a
nc c c   , and 

specify it as
'
idis . 

c. In each time interval, we calculate the length error 
between real moving and matching path, and define it as

'| |i i idis dis dis  . Then, we compute the variance and 

standard deviation of idis . 

d. We calculate the average distance error dis  

distribution by different number of closed candidate point 
between two successive GPS points. 

C. Experimental Result 

1) Result of Single Match 
Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5 plot the GPS trajectory, result of 

ST-Matching and result of IVMM. The result means that 
MIV-Matching is the best to solve the problem where the 
candidate point in optimal path is too close. And MIV-
Matching can more accurately reflect the true path of vehicle. 

 
Fig.3 GPS Trajectory  Fig.4 Result of ST-Matching 

 
Fig.5 Result of ST precess in MIV-Matching 

2) Δ dis Distribution 
All GPS points are randomly collected in error range of 

vehicle by GPS devices, and the candidate point is the 
vertical point of GPS point in road. But the real position of 
vehicle is not always the vertical point. So there are more or 

less error between 
'
idis  and idis , it meansΔ dis has error. 

Fig.6 represents theΔ dis distribution of ST process of 

MIV-Matching and ST-Matching, and Fig.7 shows the dis  

distribution of IVMM process of MIV-Matching and IVMM. 

The experimental data contain 20 GPS points in each 
trajectory. Because of the miscalculation, the error of ST-
Matching and IVMM are larger than MIV-Matching. As 
shown in Fig.6, ST-Matching appeared 3 times error 
between 114-157 meters and MIV-Matching downsizes it to 
19-57 meters. It also happened in Fig.7. 

 
Fig.6 The dis  distribution of ST-Matching and MIV-Matching 

 
Fig.7 The dis  distribution of IVMM and MIV-Matching 

Fig.8 and Fig.9 present the variance and standard 

deviation ofΔ dis in 3 algorithms. It shows that the result of 

MIV-Matching is smaller than ST-Matching and IVMM. It 
means the error of MIV-Matching is smaller. 

 
Fig.8 The variance of dis  

 
Fig.9 The standard deviation of dis  

3) dis  distribution with different number of closed 

candidate point between two successive GPS point 

Fig.10 represents the comparison of dis distribution 

between MIV-Matching, ST-Matching and IVMM. When 
the number of closed candidate point is smaller than 7, the 
miscalculation is not happened, because the distance 
between two successive candidate point is larger and the 
common road segments of two successive GPS points are 
simplex. 

When the common road segments of two successive 
GPS points are complex, the miscalculation is easy to 
happen because it meets the essential condition of 

miscalculation. That is why the dis  of ST-Matching and 
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IVMM are larger and MIV-Matching remains unchanged 
when the number of closed candidate point is larger than 7. 

The experiments imply that MIV-Matching eliminated 
the miscalculation in ST-Matching and IVMM. 

 

Fig.10 Distribution of dis  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we introduce the miscalculation of ST-
Matching and IVMM. A novel algorithm termed MIV-
Matching is proposed and analyzed. The algorithm 
established the candidate graph by spatio-temporal analysis, 
and focus on implementation of miscalculation in the graph. 
In order to obtain the optimal path, the algorithm does the 
matching from ST and IVMM process by candidate graph. 
In the experiments, we compared MIV-Matching to ST-
Matching and IVMM by real GPS datasets. As a result, the 
MIV-Matching algorithm outperforms the ST-Matching and 
IVMM. 

In our future work, we plan to focus on accuracy of 
matching in real time based on MIV-Matching algorithm. In 
the real time environment, it exists any instability from low-
sample-rate, and needs more precision algorithm to solve the 
problems. 
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